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STUDY GUIDE 
 
MAKING THE CONNECTION: 

• What does a music producer do? 
o A music producer is the person who oversees a record or an album 
o Today’s modern pop music producer has many skill sets. Typically, a producer does the following: 

! Builds a backing track using a DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) 
! Many times, works closely with the artist to create the sonic identity of a record 
! Hires musicians as needed for a recording 
! Engineers a recording session (recording instruments & vocals) 
! Tunes vocals 

• On the vast majority of music with vocals being released today, the vocals are tuned. 
Some use hard tuning where it makes the sound of the vocals have a digital sound to it 
(this is the stereo-typical Autotune sound most people think of and can be heard most 
often in pop and today’s R&B) but other times the tuning is subtle and cannot be noticed. 

! Mixing & Mastering 
• This is the final stages of a recording where sounds are balanced and EQed. Many times 

there are specific mixing and mastering engineers but with recording budgets constantly 
being cut, it has been a necessity of today’s producer to learn these skill sets. 

• Why would someone need a music producer? 
o Being that music producers oversee a recording project, they are the backbone of many of today’s 

recordings. 
o Many times, artists do not have the various skills needed to make a high quality record. 

! For example, an artist may be a great vocalist but not know how to write a great song. The 
producer would hire great songwriters or search for great songs. 

! Or, the artist may be an excellent singer and writer and plays guitar but they do not know how to 
create a backing track and record themselves. 

• Can anyone be a music producer? 
o The short answer in today’s climate is yes. It is quite easy to learn the basics of using a DAW. Once the 

basics have been learned, a basic producer can just drag and drop samples. 
o While the basics of music production seem straightforward, in order to create a sustainable career as a 

music producer, a person should be well skilled in all facets of the DAW and music. 
 
SAMPLE HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS: 

• Name 3 music producers in different genres of music and discuss their production style and work 
o Quincy Jones – One of the greatest all around producers of all time (Michael Jackson – Off the Wall & 

Thriller, Frank Sinatra, Sarah Vaughn). Quincy is perhaps the one producer that can do most anything in 
music. He has recorded countless jazz albums for some of the greatest jazz musicians and vocalists 
(producing, arranging, playing) to creating the biggest selling pop album of all time (Thriller). His vast 
knowledge of jazz harmony and arranging makes him an extremely adaptable musician and producer. 

o Max Martin – One of the biggest pop music producers in history (Katy Perry, Brittany Spears, Arianna 
Grande). Max has a great sense for catchy melodies and has a very clean sound to his work. 

o Dr. Dre – One of the biggest hip hop producers ever. Dre has a keen ability to find unique talent (Snoop 
Dogg, Eminem). He was part of creating the west coast “sound” and style of hip hop 
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• What skills do you think would be important for a music producer to enable them to work in multiple genres of 
music? (give an example of both musical AND non-musical skills) 

o Being very proficient at their specific DAW. This helps with the speed at which a producer is able to work. 
o Listening to music in as many genres as possible. 
o Listening and studying great lyrics in various genres 

 
• Music producers are typically great collaborators, how would this relate and help with other non-music related 

jobs? 

 


